Gastrointestinal peptides and bone health.
To outline recent developments in research surrounding gastrointestinal peptides and their role in skeletal regulation. Bone remodeling is influenced by many regulatory systems, which interact to ensure that the complex demands upon mineralized tissue are met without undue compromise. These include local actions such as mechanical factors, but are dominated by systemic endocrine factors. Although the involvement of hypothalamo-pituitary actions on bone homeostasis is well defined, growing evidence suggests that peripheral tissues and the circulating factors they produce represent an important regulatory axis in bone. Given the critical role of diet in mineral homeostasis, the gastrointestinal tract is a rich source of circulating factors capable of regulating bone homeostasis. After a review of manuscripts on known mechanisms and effects of gastrointestinal peptide on bone, these were summarized. Although clearly an exciting and emergent field of research, more studies are required to define the specific actions of gastrointestinal regulator in bone, in particular, the relative contribution of systemic and local effects, to aid interpretation of their potential impact on human health and disease. Nonetheless, this exciting research will further our understanding on bone physiology and provide novel approaches to therapy in a wide range of skeletal conditions.